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INDUSTRY LED CIRCULAR DESIGN PRODUCTS + SERVICES 

1. DEVELOP + MANUFACTURE + WHOLESALE CIRCULAR TEXTILES via
STSC. Sustainable Textile Supply Chain. 
Replace unsustainable textiles including toxic plastic stretch textiles with new bio-stretch 
compostable innovation CircStretch 
 

2. SMART MATERIALS PASSPORT via RFiD THREADS®  
Link fashion + garment industry with resource recovery industries.  
Traceable smart thread by Adetex links to retailer supply chain then switches to blockchain 

“RFID yarns and the appropriate software to go with it is a game changer in enabling a circular 
economy.” Dr Christopher Hurren, Senior Research Fellow (Fibre Science and Technology), 
Institute for Frontier Materials, Deakin University

3. CIRCULAR TEXTILE WASTE SERVICE 
Local Product Stewardship Scheme for unwearable & unusable textile “waste”. 
Recover + repair + redesign + repurpose /remanufacture + resell + compost

PILOT PROJECTS. 2020 to present. NSW Government EPA Circulate Grant recipient.
- Uniforms and workwear Virgin Australia. Bulk soft signage AFI Branding. 
- Council-wide service for residents Mosman City Council

4. CIRCULAR DESIGN SYSTEM CONSULTING. Designing circular systems for companies with 

textiles in supply chain + smart tech solutions.



AREAS OF FOCUS

● DESIGN OUT WASTE + POLLUTION with particular focus on landfill, emissions and plastic 

pollution 

● KEEP PRODUCTS + MATERIALS IN USE via the Circular Textile Waste Service

● REGENERATE NATURAL SYSTEMS via biological circular economy

● SMART MATERIALS PASSPORT. Data capture + sharing through smart thread + open-source 

blockchain

● Local jobs especially for disability & social enterprises

● Keep products local, minimise transport

● Financially sustainable solutions

● Education. Promote sustainable textile choices, environmental impact, end-of-life circular 

streams, data collection.

● Circular design using 3D technology - zero waste from the pattern stage + zero waste garment 

sampling 

● Design with eco-trims and sewing thread for easier dismantling especially uniforms

● Fast track education on circular design solutions and true sustainable textiles for students & 

alumni

“We aim to do good, not just 
less bad and help design out 
waste and pollution”  

To paraphrase William 
McDonough, Cradle to Cradle

The Circular Centre offers 

circular textile solutions from 

fibres to resource recovery.  

Linking the garment and 

resource recovery industries 

with Smart Materials Passports, 

smart tech + human centered 

circular design systems to 

recover textile "waste" and 

repair, reuse, redesign and 

remanufacture into safe new 

products



7 BARRIERS TO LINKING THE GARMENT AND RESOURCE RECOVERY INDUSTRIES

1.  DESIGNING OUT WASTE + EMISSIONS + PLASTIC POLLUTION

2. HOW TO DEVELOP A CIRCULAR ECONOMY THAT LINKS RETAILERS WITH THE RESOURCE RECOVERY INDUSTRY. 
Link two separate industries; garment manufacturers/retailers and resource recovery providers to form a circular economy. 
Enable the resource recovery industry to collaborate on circular economy solutions, training and sharing skill sets.

3. LACK OF UNDERSTANDING MATERIAL FLOWS AND JOB REQUIREMENTS
Charities and resource recovery organisations resell “good” clothing in-stores plus bale and ship undocumented clothing waste 
offshore.  Garments that require repair, removal of IP eg. uniforms, workwear and high-vis or those deemed unwearable and 
unusable are sent to landfill at a cost to the organisations, residents and the environment.

4. GARMENTS THAT REQUIRE STRETCH ARE MADE WITH TOXIC SYNTHETIC TEXTILES + WHS DIFFICULTIES

5.  ACCESS TO SUSTAINABLE TEXTILES. Difficulty to source small Minimum order quantities (MOQs) 

6. SUPPORT FOR ENTERPRISES + HUMAN CENTRED DESIGN TRAINING
Enterprises such as disability organisations require more support to provide meaningful jobs and specific training suitable for their 
employees diverse skill sets.  The NDIS is unreliable & problematic.  Enterprises lost both a lot of work and staff during the 
pandemic.

7.  RESEARCH + COSTING A FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY CIRCULAR ECONOMY
How to create a combined human centred workforce with smart tech plus resource recovery solutions that is financially 
sustainable and meet environmental standards.  Higher costs for local wages versus shipped to third world countries. Cheaper to 
landfill and increasing costs of transport are the biggest cost barriers for clients.



PROBLEM 1.  DESIGNING OUT WASTE + EMISSIONS + PLASTIC POLLUTION

Every year 800,000+ tonnes of textiles waste is sent to landfill in Australia 

this includes bulk commercial waste and 300,000 tonnes of clothing waste.  

We refer to these as “unwearables and unusables” and know that much of 

the pre-consumer commercial waste plus clothing textiles can be recovered 

and put into circular solutions.

A great deal of these textiles are made from synthetic fibres (virgin and 

recycled) that take decades to break down causing plastic microfibres to 

shed and are found in the environment, soil, water, sea life, animals and 

humans.  Synthetic fibres are known carcinogens and hormone disruptors 

that take hundreds of years to breakdown, even if only worn once or 

recycled back into the garment supply chain. 

New research shows that recycled synthetic textiles can result in an increase 

of both fibre shedding and carbon emissions illustrating the marketing as 

being more “eco-friendly” and sustainable is not accurate.

Our Solutions.  

Create a bio-stretch textile that leaves zero toxic 

plastic microfibre pollution having removed all toxic 

plastic and dyes all-together plus breaks down 

quickly in home compost to mitigate carbon 

emissions.    

Create a Circular Textile Waste Service to offer 

customers the opportunity to take responsibility for 

textile waste from clothing, mitigate carbon and 

plastic pollution and avoid landfill.

Recover commercial waste which includes 15-20% 

of waste from pre-production fabric, textile 

remnants plus plus garment sampling.



2. HOW TO DEVELOP A CIRCULAR ECONOMY THAT LINKS RETAILERS WITH THE RESOURCE RECOVERY INDUSTRY. 
Link two separate industries; garment manufacturers/retailers and resource recovery providers to form a circular economy. Enable the resource recovery 

industry to collaborate on circular economy solutions, training and sharing skill sets.

Our Solutions.  SMART MATERIALS PASSPORT via RFiD THREADS® 

Create an individual smart tech materials passport for all garments via a fine 

metallic smart thread using radio frequency ID connected to the cloud. 

Stage 1. Sewn in during manufacturing the thread records information such 
as fibre type, trims, original materials, LCA.  It first links to retailer’s IP 
supply chain management system.  

Stage 2. At point-of-sale the smart thread is switched off from IP and now 

open source blockchain accessible by resource recovery enterprises, 

charities, repair centre, rental businesses etc.  Information is accessed via 

an inexpensive device & software showing materials passport plus captures 

data, materials footprint re transport, emissions, longevity, next life etc.  

The solution provides instant and efficient valorising system for fibre types, 

dyes, trims etc plus document costs for next cycle material flows eg, 

reuse/lease, repair,  redesign, remanufacture/ repurpose, resell, compost.  

Retailer’s can be invoiced according to associated material flows to circular 

stream or rewarded for longevity.  The metallic thread is retrieved and 

re-set for reuse.



3. LACK OF UNDERSTANDING MATERIAL FLOWS AND JOB REQUIREMENTS
Charities and resource recovery organisations resell “good” clothing in-stores plus bale and ship undocumented clothing waste offshore.  Garments 

that require repair, removal of IP eg. uniforms, workwear and high-vis or those deemed unwearable and unusable are sent to landfill at a cost to the 

organisations, residents and the environment.

Our Solutions.  

CTWS PILOT PROJECTS 2020 to present.  Recipient of the NSW Government EPA Circulate Grant.

● Uniforms and workwear Virgin Australia. 

● Pre-production and pre-consumer textiles, offcuts, remnants and bulk soft signage AFI Branding and Stylecraft

● Council-wide service for residents Mosman City Council

Through our pilots we have tested and created circular systems for every conceivable fibre type, garment type and quality type.  The 

Circular Textile Waste Service is like a circular jigsaw, material flows, circular streams and services are interlinked.  We partner with 

experienced or inexperienced organisations, especially disability and social enterprises where we ascertain our services and link 

together via mutually beneficial circular streams.  We cost out one-off or ongoing jobs via a Service Assessment according weight - 

time - weight at 120 kg allotments.

For example, Perth-based enterprise LOOP Upcycling recover, repair and resell ‘good’ uniforms and workwear for local customers 

especially the WA mining industry.  Our systems overlap for recovery and sorting.  They remove the “good” for repair and resell and 

then follow the CTWS sorting system to isolate and work with “our” unwearables and unsuables.  

They are processed as per the CTWS circular stream requirements.  Most will ultimately become repurposed and remanufactured for 

resell.  Additional streams can be allocated especially for local fashion designers seeking to redesign specific textile types, reuse and 

local leasing businesses.



PROBLEM 4. GARMENTS THAT REQUIRE STRETCH ARE MADE WITH TOXIC SYNTHETIC TEXTILES + WHS DIFFICULTIES
STRETCH GARMENTS. Garments such as activewear, swimwear, underwear, socks plus some apparel all require a percentage of synthetic elastane 

filament fibre blended with a base fibre. All garments require a small amount of textiles making them hard to recover and remanufacture.  As they 

are worn close to the body they are deemed unsafe and require commercial cleaning to be reused.

Our Solutions.  

Create stretch textiles that leave zero toxic plastic pollution and able to 

be home composted.  By using eco-certified dyes and CircStretch and 

linking to the Circular Textile Waste Service via smart tech its likely to 

successfully commercially compost meeting 180 day ISO/ASO Standards.  

These difficult to reprocess garments become nutrients for a continuous 

biological cycle.  

Accelerated decomposition mitigates further carbon emissions. The 

embedded smart thread is retrieved by magnets, washed, re-set and 

returned to pool of smart threads.  

Commercial compost trials in collaboration with Associate Professor 

Oliver Knox, University of New England.

CIRCULAR SYSTEM EXAMPLE FOR CIRCSTRETCH TEXTILES





LINKING FASHION/GARMENT INDUSTRY + RESOURCE RECOVERY
adetex RFiD THREADS® (Radio Frequency Identification)

The smart thread is embedded then works holistically throughout the 

garment’s lifecycle.  

- manufacturing linked to circular design systems; circular, non-toxic, 

zero-waste plus traceable, reusable, repairable and ultimately it is safely 

returned to soil in microbiologically active home compost.

The Circular Centre has partnered with ADETEX GROUP Advanced E-Textiles

- International award-winning smart thread solution provider that enables 

us to work with customers to embed the thread at manufacturing stage. 

 

- Adetexs RFiD THREADS® won the Global Change Award in 2017 by H&M 

Foundation in collaboration with Accenture and KTH Royal Institute of 

Technology Stockholm.  Dr Anura Rathnayake + Tharindu Althauda PhD

* also offered to all manufacturers worldwide for any textile not just CircStretch.   

Note. We support the recycling of synthetic fibres only if the recycled yarn is 

used for products that are not regularly washed in a washing machine. 



adetex RFiD THREADS® LETTER OF SUPPORT BY Christopher Hurren, Senior Research Fellow (Fibre Science and Technology), 

Institute for Frontier Materials, GTP Research, Deakin University

“I am very pleased to hear that you have the opportunity to work with Dr Anu and Adetex. Their technology on RFID yarns and the 
appropriate software to go with it Is a game changer in enabling a circular economy. The RFID yarn is put into the garment during 
manufacture and then all of the details of the garments construction and fibre type can be entered into the Adetex database. This 
information is then scannable by a wholesaler, retailer, customer and end of life recycler. The information is essential for the wholesaler and 
retailer as it enables them to select garments that are able to be circular. This will help manufacturers to adapt and provide appropriate 
items to enable circularity. The information can be used by a customer to select the right garment with the lowest environmental footprint 
and the highest capability to be circular. Most important of all is the ability for the end of life recycler to identify the garment and its 
materials. This enables effective treatment of the garment in its resale or recycle.

The reason that this RFID yarn is so important is its size and capacity to hold information. The size of the yarn means that it will not provide 
wearer discomfort like a traditional tag. Its size also means that it is almost impossible for a customer to find and remove it from a garment. 
This means it is still present in the garment at the end of its life cycle. Traditional RFID tags are much larger meaning that they are often 
removed by the consumer during use. The electronic nature of the RFID tag means that sorting of garments can be done electronically 
greatly reducing labour and recycling costs and making circular more viable.

The electronic tag is important for product stewardship schemes as end of life providers can track the initial source of garments. 
Manufacturers can use the tag to determine how long garments have been in circulation and how many times they may have gone through 
resale. This helps to determine the true value of a garment.

The ability for Australian manufacturers to have access to the tag and the software is a great advantage to the industry. This will make 
Australian companies world leaders in this space. I look forward to hearing more on the program. Please let me know if there is any way that 
Deakin University can help.”



MANUFACTURING + RETAIL

Bespoke smart thread system offers 

advanced e-textiles using RFiD Threads® 

accessing supply chain information 

instantly from production to circular waste 

systems. 

- use with existing commercial systems 

- traceability from yarn/supplier

- supply chain management 

 IT solutions provides services to 

customers according to their individual 

requirements. 

The Omni channel system includes: 

streamlining production, supply chain 

management, warehousing, distribution, 

retail inventory management, customer 

experience, Product authenticity.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY, MORE RESPONSIBLE, MORE PROFITABLE



CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT. 

Provide a QR Code printed on a recycled cotton label or 2nd thread for marketing and customer 

engagement.  We are current in discussions with the team at Good On You app and website to link 

to their porthole for independent verification and storytelling to your customer in store & ongoing. 

RESOURCE RECOVERY - COLLABORATIVE BLOCKCHAIN + TIME + COST SAVING

Open to charities, enterprises, waste management companies etc including the CTWS to combine 

with human centered workforce.

- embedded smart thread allows us to offer a costed Take-back systems to loop back at the resource recovery stage 

- next-life, repair and re-sale, recycling, clothes renting etc.

- staff identify a garment instantaneously & record within batches of thousands of garments together.

- valorising materials + fibres identification fast-tracks the resource recovering processing

- re-direct through appropriate circular streams by fibre type (also sorted by garment type and quality eg repair, redesign)

- determine the original client + invoice cost of processing their “waste” according to the garment’s circular stream.

The time saving factor is enormous and will highly impact the “end of life” costs and savings to help the resource recovery aspect become 

more financially sustainable.

DATA CAPTURE. Reports on capture data for LCA, garment and textile longevity, carbon mitigation, next-life, reuse, repair, resell and even 

the potential to commercially compost garments made with CircStretch.  *Link to carbon emission estimation and sequestration. Make 

data comparisons to inform best practice next-life choices based on environmental impact such as down-cycling Vs continuous fibre 

recycling.  Downcycling is plastic bottles recycled into rPET textiles and into garments that go to landfill. Downcycling is burning clothing and 

textiles to create inefficient fuel.  Sending fibres to landfill that will take 200+ years to decompose Vs biological circular streams via 

commercial composting for fast, safe return to soil, council, land reclamation and housing.



ACCELERATED COMMERCIAL COMPOST TRIAL. 

In association with Associate Professor 

Oliver Knox of University of New England 

we are set to conduct an accelerated 

commercial compost trial to breakdown 

garments that meet ISO/ASO standards. 

With its non-toxic certification and smart 

thread technology its likely we can use a 

specialised commercial composting 

technique to breakdown the small 

amounts of Roica V550 in under 6 months.

The remaining fibres will take 

approximately 8-12 weeks in ‘normal’ 

compost. 

FUNDING SUPPORT REQUEST.

We currently seek AUD$17,000 to 

conduct the 6 months testing.



ACCELERATED COMMERCIAL COMPOST TRIAL. 

LETTER OF SUPPORT BY Oliver Knox (BSc, PhD, CPSS), School of Environmental & Rural Sciences, UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND 

“I have been involved in work on textile wastes and textile waste solutions for the past four years, but have a fifteen year track record in both commercial 
and research project delivery on compost processes and materials. For me, the proposed venture from Circular Centre, to deliver a sustainable, 
compostable material with an end of life plan is a positive move to address one of Australia’s waste issues. The proposal, as outlined to me by Alison, 
currently stands apart from any other work I have been involved with in that this is the first possible garment where the complete life cycle has been 
considered from inception, rather than as an afterthought.

The possibility of UNE’s involvement in this project is exciting as our analytical lab has the facilities required to address the standard element and 
chemical assessments associated with characterisation and risk assessment around possible novel waste streams. In addition, my work in this area over 
the last few years also means UNE can deliver novel work in undertaking practical product evaluation of the resultant compost. This has previously 
spanned microbiological assessment as well as evaluation of compost use in both horticultural and agricultural settings through growth experiments 
conducted in our controlled environmental facilities as well as across our farms and rural properties.

In addition to the resources I can offer via UNE, I am a member of the Cotton Converts, a group established in 2017 by Cotton Australia to bring together 
a diverse community of stakeholders with a vested interest in looking at how we improve the life and fate of textiles in Australia. I am also a member of 
the Australian Sustainable Textiles Research Organisation Network (ASTRoNET), which is a growing community of University and federally funded 
scientists with an interest in textile solutions. Currently I am the scientists supporting the Coreo led project, ‘Transition to Action’, looking at returning 
unused and end of life cotton fabric to soil that supports cotton production, thus closing the circle. All of these groups offer opportunities to share ideas 
and extend research findings to improve wider uptake of solutions addressing the textile waste issues currently faced in Australia. My involvement also 
provides opportunity for impartial data analysis and rigour in set up and sampling protocols. Something often missing in trials of this type.

The proposal to work on a truly biodegradable material with a view to understanding its actual potential for inclusion in a composting system at end of life 
is not one that has presented itself to me before and I hope that you will also see the merit to this proposal.”



OPTION 2. STSC CLUB - 100+kg MOQ ORDER PROCESS VIA EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

1. join the STSC CLUB and receive Presentation plus Price lists for orders of 100+kg by EOI
2. Order commences only once we have met the bulk MOQ    We are unable to determine the amount of time this will take.
3. Swatches are sent out at this point - they are rare :) 
4. Swatch approval -  issue Invoice 50% deposit.
5. Sampling. 1 sample roll is milled for Sampling (approx 50-80 metres depending on the weight)
6. Following your approval,  full production and we issue an invoice for the remaining 50%.

If you decided to not proceed then you will receive a refund minus USD$200 for admin fees. 
7. Send Marketing Pack that includes Certifications and logo information.
8. Textiles are shipped in collective or direct

PROBLEM 5.  ACCESS TO SUSTAINABLE TEXTILES. 
Difficulty to source small Minimum order quantities (MOQs)  

Our solution. STSC CLUB  - together we can increase our collective 
purchasing power to offer beautiful sustainable textiles at low MOQs, 
minimise waste and risk, reduce costs, mitigate carbon emissions and 
promote zero waste.

Example order options for CircStretch. 
Option 1. manufactured & sold wholesale 1000+kg MOQs 
Option 2. 100+kg MOQs via a collaborative order with  STSC CLUB

Option 3. Designers can create their own mini-groups to place 100+kg 

orders by joining the STSC Club Facebook Group



Product Stewardship Scheme for 

Stretch Clothing

CircStretch Bio-textile + Smart Tech Innovation

Most stretch garments use small amounts of textiles, are washed 

often, endure a lot of life closest to the body and must be 

blended with stretch yarn that are made from synthetic fibres.

Goal is to develop a solution to end-of-life cycle for stretch (knit) 

garments.

Garments made with CircStretch are long-lasting, repairable and 

reusable plus quickly home compost in microbiologically active 

soil leaving behind zero toxic plastic microfibres.   

UPSTREAM INNOVATION. STSC. SUSTAINABLE TEXTILE SUPPLY CHAIN
MANUFACTURE + WHOLESALE CIRCULAR TEXTILES + SMART TECH



CIRCULAR TEXTILE INNOVATION

CircStretch is a revolutionary non-toxic bio-stretch textile that causes zero plastic 

pollution & is safely home compostable.  

Base yarns

- 65% to 98% of CircStretch textiles is made from the highest quality sustainable 

natural fibres 

- premium certified wood-based cellulosic fibers like Lenzing’s CarbonNeutral® 

TENCEL™ Modal lyocell and ECOVERO™ viscose 

- GOTS organic cotton or GRS certified recycled cotton. 

These base yarns promote garment longevity and the fibres can biodegrade in 

microbiologically active home compost in approximately 8-12 weeks.

Bio-stretch 

● STSC have blended natural fibres with a cutting-edge new stretch yarn 

ROICA V550 that is fine & transparent. 

● Is the world’s first Cradle to Cradle® Gold Standard certified stretch yarn 

● holds the Hohenstein Institute Certification showing it is non-toxic as it breaks down.

● The revolutionary ROICA V550 stretch component requires only 2-15% 

● will take approximately 1-2 years to break down in a microbiologically active home compost as opposed to all 

other products taking decades all the while causing plastic pollution.

CONTACT ALISON JOSE FOR A SPECIFIC PRESENTATION ON CIRCSTRETCH



https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2318403161580335





Research + biodegradability - compostability
STSC works closely with Lenzing to source our yarn and market their products.  Two recent announcements by Lenzing include 

research revealing experiments on Lenzing’s fibre biodegradability plus launch of CarbonNeutral® fibers.

World-renowned marine research institute confirms biodegradability of LENZING™ fibers.  

wood-based cellulosic fibers fully biodegraded within 30 days, the fossil-based fibers tested were 

practically unchanged after more than 200 days. 

"Results of experiments conducted by the University of California’s prestigious Scripps Institution of 

Oceanography in San Diego provide further scientific proof that LENZING™ fibers offer an effective 

substitute to synthetic fibers that are part of the pressing problem of plastic pollution in our oceans.

TENCEL™ CarbonNeutral® fibers 
Lenzing decarbonization of the textile value chain.  First CarbonNeutral® fibers under the 

TENCEL™ brand in September 2020 is a milestone on our shared path towards CO
2
 neutrality. 

The new CO
2
 neutral fibers are certified as CarbonNeutral® products for the textile industry in 

accordance with the Carbon- Neutral Protocol. 



NON-TOXIC + CLOSED LOOP
Knits include single jersey, rib knits, pique and interlock.
 
SAFE + COMPOSTABLE DYE AND TRIMS

- Dyed with non-toxic dyes Cradle to Cradle Certified®  or BlueSign® 

certified dyes. 

- eco trims include natural rubber and GOTS organic cotton 

- garment elastic use TENCEL™ sewing thread 

- garment elastic - organic cotton and natural rubber

- eco buttons, rPET or eco zippers and embellishments are considered 

through circular design principles to be easily removed eg by our 

Circular Textile Waste Service teams plus re-enter a circular stream.

CIRCSTRETCH TAKE-BACK + COMMERCIAL COMPOST SOLUTION

- Take-back inside compostable back

- verified via smart thread

- Resell, repair or commercially composted 

- smart thread retrieved by magnets from compost



Textile Overview TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550  + ECOVERO™  + ROICA™ V550 

SINGLE JERSEY KNITS 

TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550  
Two different % blends - Weight. 180gsm   Price range USD$10.25 per metre (USD$36.58 per kg) to USD$12.38 per metre.  
(USD$45.37 per kg)

INTERLOCK KNITS

TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550 - 3 DIFFERENT BLENDS AND WEIGHTS 

specialist activewear, underwear + swimwear   BULK +  via STSC CLUB  
Price starts at USD$12.97 per metre.  USD$55.03 per kg 

RIB KNIT

ECOVERO™  + ROICA™ V550  - RIB BULK + via STSC CLUB

SINGLE JERSEY KNIT

7. ECOVERO™  + ROICA™ V550 Single Jersey. Weight. 190gsm +  210gsm  



Textile Overview for COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 

SINGLE JERSEY KNIT

9. GRS RECYCLED COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - Stripe
Single Jersey  - STRIPE  Weight. 160gsm Price USD$9.10 per metre.  USD$31.61 per kg 

10. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - Pique
Pique   Weight. 210gsm   Price USD$9.67 per metre.  USD$33.61 per kg 

11. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550
Single jersey  Weight. 210gsm    USD$9.67 per metre.  USD$33.61 per kg 

12. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - 500KG available now in white  also available via STSC CLUB

Single Jersey. Weight. 280gsm  USD$12.58 per metre x. USD$26.37 per kg   

RIB KNIT

13. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - Thin RIB - Melange
Rib Knit. Weight. 230gsm  Variety of rib sizes and widths 

14. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - Heavy weight RIB
Rib Knit. Weight. 385gsm  Variety of rib sizes and widths 

CircStretch SOCKS - ORGANIC COTTON + ROICA™ V550

BOTH GOTS AND GRS 
COTTONS CAN BE 
USED. 
WE DO NOT 
RECOMMEND BCI 
COTTON UNLESS WE 
INVESTIGATE A 
SPECIFIC SUPPLIER 
FIRST.



STSC team launched the CircStretch collection at the 2021 
CSIRO India Australia Circular Economy Hackathon  
presented by both countries Prime Minister’s to foster 
collaboration specifically targeting plastic pollution.

Alison Jose, Director of the 
Circular Centre and STSC 
Sustainable Textile Supply 

Chain was invited 
by the Hon Sussan Ley 

MP, Minister for the 
Environment and T

he Hon Trevor Evans MP, 
Assistant Minister for 

Waste Reduction & 
Environmental 
Management,

Commonwealth & Industry 
to exhibit and participate at 

the
National Clothing Textile 

Waste Roundtable at 
Australian Parliament 

House, Canberra, 
26 May 2021. 



RESOURCE RECOVERY. CIRCULAR TEXTILE WASTE SERVICE.

REPLACE - REUSE - REPAIR - REDESIGN – REPURPOSE/REMANUFACTURE - RESELL + SMART TECH CIRCULAR SOLUTION

Think of a circular jigsaw where new and old garments + textile resources come 
in and out of many  circular systems to ensure they are made sustainably, plus 
the "waste" stays out of landfill and the resources remain at their highest value 
for longer. 

Circular Textile Waste Service collects unwearable and unusable garments and 
textile waste to reuse, repair, redesign and repurpose through four main circular 
textile systems. 

The RFiD Threads® embedded smart thread is switched to blockchain and is 
capable of instantly valorising and verify fibres to determined appropriate next 
steps.  Combining with Smart Tape - inexpensive and nation-wide ability for all 
charities and resource recovery providers to trace, collect data & help divert to 
eco-circular streams.

The Circular Centre creates circular design systems to inspire customers and 
ensure companies, government, councils and designers can become circular 
industry leaders. 

The Circular Market re-sells and helps to promote a circular economy through 
procurement of circular solutions for textiles.

CIRCULAR TEXTILE WASTE SERVICE 

RESOURCE RECOVERY
1. Uniforms + workwear

2. Commercial – bulk textiles

3. Councils - uniforms + residents 

unwearables & unusables includes 

underwear, bras, socks, all textiles 

except feathers

4. Fashion + apparel - deadstock & 

take-back

5. Community – mixed - unwearables & 

unusables includes underwear, bras, 

socks, all textiles except feathers



RESOURCE RECOVERY + DESTRUCTION CERTIFICATION
CTWS IS FOR GOVERNMENT, COUNCILS, COMMUNITIES, CORPORATE, CHARITIES, BUSINESSES

RESOURCE RECOVERY.

The process to start an enquiry is as follows:

-Fill in our Assessment Form  so we can learn more about your material and the services you require.  We 

require 120kg of your “waste” to conduct a full Service Assessment.

-From your Assessment Form we will quote for the cost to conduct a Service Assessment.

-Your job may require a Consultation. 

 SERVICE ASSESSMENT.

The Service Assessment is conducted at the closest and most appropriate Circular Textile Precinct or 

collaborative partners to determine the service you require including; logistics and cost to deliver your 

Service. 

Each assessment is unique and is based on weight – time – weight plus variables such as whether you 

provide transport, location, products, quantity, quality, etc.  We assess each garment according to fibre 

type, garment type, security considerations, appropriate circular streams and much more. 

At the conclusion we will send you a quote and report on solutions provided and recommendations.  

ZERO TEXTILE WASTE CERTIFICATION
Our Destruction Certificates are including as part of 
issuing the company a Zero Textile Waste 
Certification that can be used for marketing and PR.



OUR SOLUTION is to keep all resources, jobs, manufacturing and industries local. 
Our plan is to not ship overseas unless its beneficial.  We do support an 
independent verification process for the continuation of shipping good clothing 
to countries such as Africa who require it for many years to come.

The only consideration for overseas is a nation-wide wool take back with Clean 
Up Australia to send to our mill in India who require it to make the recycled wool 
that we sell wholesale via STSC.  Our job will be to sort into colour and type 
before baling and shipping bulk then buying it back for STSC customers for 
fashion and interiors.

WE REQUIRE SUPPORT TO TRAIN SUPERVISORS + TEAMS TO CARRY OUT THE CTWS

● Stage 1. Collection + transport (add Smart Tape)
● Stage 2. Authenticate + Valorise + Dismantle + Redistribute
● Stage 3. Circular streams

○ Reuse
○ Repair - requires a specific study to add costs to Material Passport
○ Redesign – see CIRCULAR DENIM
○ Repurpose / remanufacture
○ Compost (home + plans to trial commercial compost solutions)

● Stage 4. Resell – Circular Market
● Stage 5. Data collection & LCA

PROBLEM 6.  SUPPORT FOR ENTERPRISES + HUMAN CENTRED DESIGN TRAINING
Enterprises such as disability organisations require more support to provide meaningful 
jobs and specific training suitable for their employees diverse skill sets.  The NDIS is 
unreliable & problematic.  Enterprises lost both a lot of work & staff during the pandemic.



7.  RESEARCH + COSTING A FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY CIRCULAR ECONOMY
How to create a combined human centred workforce with smart tech plus resource 

recovery solutions that is financially sustainable and meet environmental standards.  

Higher costs for local wages versus shipped to third world countries. Cheaper to landfill 

and increasing costs of transport are the biggest cost barriers for clients.

OUR SOLUTION. 

Conduct Pilot programs to research and design a Circular Textile Waste Service 

focussed on local jobs and innovations. We valorise and redistribute via existing 

circular streams to keep 100% of the resources and jobs onshore.  

Service quotes are created by conducting a Service Assessment for each job based on 

weight - time - weight.  Jobs are calculated on variables according to our unique 

clothing and textile product criteria and available circular streams. 

A Rebate and reward system will become available over time.  Integration of Smart 

Materials Passports will ensure jobs are safer, faster, more efficient and will save time 

and costs for clients.

Working with Achieve Australia Disability Enterprise provided a valuable opportunity 

to create the service under challenging conditions eg. COVID protocols, variety of staff 

skill sets including Level 4, high needs.  A small physical location linked to a large 

warehouse with changing warehouse logistics, forklifts, mega bins, packaging, trucks, 

pallets, scales, zero-plastic waste criteria etc. 

VIRGIN AUSTRALIA CASE STUDY



Our Team Training and Logistics Manual is unique, adaptable 

and designed to train key Supervisors and teams to provide 

meaningful jobs suited to an individual’s skill set.  

Our goal is to help meet the enormous demand to address 

textile waste plus promote innovation.  We work with 

enterprises to integrate our requirements for a Circular Textile 

Precinct and train diverse teams. The system is designed to 

partner with enterprises and plug into existing work-places.  

PILOT PROJECTS. 2020 to present. 
NSW Government EPA Circulate Grant recipient.

- Uniforms and workwear Virgin Australia. 
- Bulk soft signage AFI Branding. 
- Council-wide service for residents Mosman City Council

CONTACT ALISON JOSE 

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT  SETTING UP A PRECINCT  



CTWS PILOT FOR COUNCIL SERVICE TO RESIDENTS https://youtu.be/KixGYiLzRFo



FASHION + APPAREL

Fashion and garment designers can choose to embed RFiD Threads® 
during production of any new garment to link with the CTWS plus use 
Smart Tape to monitor & collect data for Take-Back of existing garments to 
link to the CTWS. Take-back of unwearables and unusables processed at a 
minimum of 120kg at a time plus deadstock if suitable for redesign eg 
Circular Denim.

We sort by garment quality, garment type and fibre type.  

Circular streams include:

● Wool

● Cotton

● Synthetics

● Mixed blends

● ‘other’ including silk, leather etc

● Bras

● Denim – diverted to our specialised 

stream Circular Denim

● all except feathers

● Underwear, socks, 

activewear etc made with CircStretch 

textiles via a specialised take-back 

system with embedded RFiD THREAD.



SOFT SIGNAGE + INTERIOR 

FURNISHINGS + DEADSTOCK 

+ APPAREL “OFF-CUTS”

STREAM 1. BANNERS TO 
BEDS

We currently divert and 

repurpose 3 tonnes a week of 

soft signage into products such 

as mattresses in Australia. We 

are working to steadily increase 

this diversion.  By mid 2022 we 

will have diverted 300 tonnes in 

the first year.

PROPOSED STREAM 2. 
REPURPOSE SIGNAGE & ART. 
BANNERS TO BAGS



CIRCULAR MARKET.

PROCUREMENT + PROMOTION OF 
CIRCULAR PRODUCTS

The Circular Market will be a place for government and 

business procurement plus customers keen to purchase 

the latest we products made using circular design 

strategies. 

We promote our collaborative partners to the 

marketplace to keep the resources flowing through 

circular streams.

Online marketplace to sell and promote products and 

services supporting textiles and the circular economy. 

Carpet, underlay, sound proofing, cushion & furniture 

filler, recycled wool textiles, "new" workwear & fashion, 

Banners to Bags, dog jackets, accessories plus non-toxic 

compost; just some of the circular innovations that allow 

us to keep textiles in a loop & recoverable over + over 



CIRCULAR DESIGN CONSULTATION.
HELPING BUSINESSES TO IMPLEMENT A HOLISTIC CIRCULAR ECONOMY SYSTEM

Clients can book a one-on-one consulting session to help you create a 

foundation and strategic pathway to implement circular design systems for 

businesses who sell textile based products or use textiles to manufacture 

fashion, uniforms, accessories and products, whether you are at concept 

stage or intending to pivot existing manufacturing and end-of-life systems.  

CONSULTATIONS

Consults are either in person or online, with an individual or your entire 

team. Session One is 1-2 hours. 

Book one of two Consultations

SESSIONS ARE CONDUCTED BY

Alison Jose, Director of STSC and the Circular Centre and/or 

Ginia Chu, Textile Development and Production Specialist of STSC.



WWW.CIRCULARCENTRE.COM.AU

WWW.STSCECOTEXTILES.COM

FURTHER INFORMATION

Visit this link to request further information on

- CircStretch textiles, price lists and order process

- How to proceed with a CTWS Service Assessment

- The Smart Materials Passport with RFiD THREADS®


